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Who would have guessed it  STILL
stuck in the house, no socialising and
no rallies. At least this time around
there is a light glimmering at the end
of the tunnel in the form of a vaccine
although normality is not going to be
with us until Summer 2021 at the
earliest. This gives you time over the
winter to relax, put your feet up and
read this issue of 'News & Views' to your hearts content. If
you are feeling particularly creative you may consider
submitting an article for publication in the next issue.
You will see from the front cover that many members are
keen to keep in touch. 71 video clips showing over 130
members undertook 'distant hospitality' in November. For
the first time we were split into breakout groups of 7 or so
members which allowed a more personal contact and chat
for 10 minutes or so. This IT Hospitality did work well
despite no exercise moving between hosts and no drinks
and nibbles. Can anyone explain to me why drinks and
nibbles always seem to taste better when in someone
elses van!
I have, once again, included in this issue some information
about our ICFR defibrillator. This was purchased earlier
this year and is available to Rally Marshals who can
request it via the Programme Secretary.
The current lockdown (November) has meant that 'News &
Views' is once again available to read online only. I will be
sending hard copies to the 40 or so members who are
unable to access it via our website.

Christma Greetings........................................31

There are 17 rallies organised for 2021 and I do hope
these go ahead and you are able to take full advantage of
the hard work and effort of the Rally Marshals.
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Keep safe and (almost) ready to roll.
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New Automated Rally Application Procedure

From 1st of December 2020 when the 2021 rallies become available for booking you will see an additional
button on the rally pages; the “Apply Now!” button.
When you click on it, you will be taken to the Login page for the online ICFR Membership System – if you
haven’t already used the special link sent to your email address recently to set up your login, you will need to
contact our Membership Secretary Katrina Lancaster and ask her to email you a new link to setup your login.
Once logged in, you will see an application for that rally and on this form, you will see all your details from the
membership system have already been completed. If you need to update any of the details, you can do this and
when you do it will automatically update the membership system so that details will be correct when you apply
for further rallies.
If the rally is being held on either a Caravan and Motorhome Club or a Camping and Caravanning Club site, you
will be asked if you are a member of the relevant club as this can substantially reduce site fees – if you have
entered these previously in the membership system, your club membership number will already be displayed.
You may be asked to pay a small deposit for the rally, this can be done by bank transfer or by good old
fashioned cheque if you prefer. Bank details will be given by the Booking Officer. The balance of the payment will
be due as normal 30 days before the start of the rally.
When you submit the completed form it is automatically emailed to the Rally Booking Officer who will then have
several options: accept your application, put you on a waiting list if the rally is full, or in exceptional cases reject
your application; if for example your unit is not suitable for the site or if the site will not accept your pet.
The system then automatically sends you an email confirming the result of your application. You will be able to
view all your booking applications on your My Rallies page in the membership system.
What about the existing Booking Forms?
These will continue to be provided and you can still use these to apply as before if you prefer. The new system
only provides you with an accelerated automatic procedure to fill in the details of you, other members of you
party and your unit. It cannot accommodate details of the Rally Programme.
The Covid 19 Pandemic is making it very difficult for Rally Marshals to plan programmes well in advance as they
would normally do, it may be that rallies will have much reduced programmes or programmes that will not be
able to be confirmed until just before the start of the rally. The Rally Programme will be specified on the existing
booking form and may contain estimates of costs and some elements will, of necessity, be “Provisional”.
Unfortunately this is something that we will have to live with for the moment.
The new Apply Now! application is no more difficult than booking a ferry, a Caravan Club site or buying and
paying for something on line. If you have any difficulty you can always use the contact page to get help. There
may be minor hiccups to iron out but if you don’t give it a try we will never know.
The new application process will save members having to fill out the same information for every rally, be more
secure than emailing scanned paper forms and ensures the rally Booking Officer gets your application without
postal delays.
1st of December is round the corner when you can download your latest News & Views and get booking those
2021 rallies.
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SECRETARY
Gerard Turley

Executive at the next AGM,
an elected member, but do
please
let
me
have
nominations for that role by
15 March 2021, it is a good
way to find out more about
your Fellowship.

PRESIDENT
Bruce Wallace

The
new
Membership
System
is
a
fantastic
resource for our Fellowship.
Please take a look and
ensure your details are
correct. You can update all
your own details and it is
now being used by Areas
and Officers to keep in touch
with you.
This year has been strange
in so many ways and has
forced our Fellowship to
restrict activities and delay
our
handover.
The
changeover of your officers
has been staggered but the
new team led by President
Bruce is now in place.
A personal thank you to my
predecessor, Derek Rogers,
who in his quiet but efficient
manner
has
been
an
outstanding Secretary. He
will be a very hard act to
follow.
The Notice of our upcoming
AGM for 15 May 2021 is
included elsewhere in this
edition as are the minutes
from the delayed, and
eventually
Zoomed,
AGM2020. You have also
received
a
'From
the
Secretary’s Desk' from Derek
included in the September
2020 Update, emailed 6th
October,
from
the
Membership Secretary.
Details of the new Officers
and Executive Committee
are available in both the
Minutes and 'From the
Secretary’s Desk'. They are
also available to you on our
new web based Membership
System.

Now for the formal bit:
Contacts. All
applicable
organisations have been
advised of the change of
Officers
Trustees. Your Trustees are:
President Bruce Wallace,
Secretary Gerard Turley,
Treasurer Ted Walmsley,
Programme Secretary Tim
Sheppard
Insurance.
Our ACCEO
Group Public Liability and All
Risks Insurance through
Saffron Insurance Services
Limited will be renewed
when due on 1st December
2020.
ACCEO.
Our
group
membership
of
The
association of Caravan and
Camping
Exempt
Organisations
will
be
renewed when due 1st
January 2021.
Natural
England.
Our
exemption Certificates are
valid until 1st November
2024
Rotary
Fellowships. The
annual return to RI has been
sent.
Gerard Turley

Currently we will only have
one vacancy on the
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Dear Friends,
This is my first letter to you
for News and Views as your
President.
Many of you will know of the
amazing work by David
Shaw and our new web site.
I hope you will also know he
and Jean received the
Sutcliff salver for their work
over many years on the
website. The reasons were
the constant improvements
he has made to it, to say
nothing of running wonderful
rallies. Well deserved. David
said it meant more to him
than the Paul Harris he
received.
Tim and Katrina have also
done amazing things during
the last few months. We
have moved from a spread
sheet for our members
details to a proper data base.
This allows us to contact
groups of people easily and
it allows you to see and alter
your own details on line. For
those members not on line,
we can still do it for you, so
do not worry.
The data base is much more
secure and allows a lot more
detail to be entered so
ultimately you will not have
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to fill in all your details for
every rally. These will be
available on line to the rally
marshal.

have a vaccine soon against
Covid and this should allow
us to gradually return to our
fun and fellowship.

These improvements and
others will be discussed by
your executive and more
details will follow as they are
agreed. You will even be able
to tell us all your special days,
if you want, such as birthdays
and wedding anniversaries

In the mean time I hope many
of you will join in our zoom
meeting on Friday 13th
November at 7.30 pm.
Pat and I look forward to
seeing you at both the zoom
and in person in the future

Can I say that, having Yours in fellowship
forgotten our 45th wedding
anniversary this week, I did Bruce Wallace
take Pat out to lunch. If only
we had the ICFR data base
fully operational!
We owe Tim and Katrina our
thanks and send our best
wishes to Tim for his return to
health after the operation on
his knee.

VICE
PRESIDENT
Derek Rogers

Can I thank those few of you
who, despite the difficulties,
did actually manage to run a
rally. They were so much
enjoyed and reminded Pat
and I what a wonderful
fellowship this is and how
much we have missed seeing
you all.
As we move forward to next
year, I wanted to thank many
of you for posting possible
rallies and giving us all the
hope of better times.
We are using zoom to
promote ICFR and I have
been delighted to talk to clubs
about fellowships directly and
us in ICFR in particular. I do
think personal introduction
seems to work much better
than a remote advert in my
experience.

Well, the first update from the
new VPkid on the block!
Thanks for your support in
allowing me to take on this
role.
As we all know only too well,
2020 has been a pretty
unusual year.
So many
cancelled events, and few
opportunities to get those
wheels rolling.

run the events in 2021. I hope
you already have a good level
of support by the time you
read this. Thank you to those
who tried to fill some gaps in
our depleted programme at
short notice – your initiatives
were most appreciated even
if they did not always come to
fruition.
And thank you to
those who were able to run
their rallies – without you,
2020 would not have been
the same.
I appreciate that none of us
know exactly what 2021 will
bring or how much of our
planned programme will be
able to take place.
I know that there are quite a
few newish members who
have joined us in the last few
years, but who have not yet
had much opportunity to
share the full ICFR fellowship
experience. Please do have
a good look at the future
programme offerings listed in
this copy of News and Views,
and
with
uptodate
information showing on the
new website.
Quite likely,
some of these events will
book up quickly – so please
do try to get your place
reserved
as
soon
as
possible. As I’ve said above,
we do not know exactly what
2021 will bring, but please do
try to get involved and join us
whenever you can. I know
that our hardworking rally
marshals will have been
doing plenty of planning and
you will not be disappointed.
In many cases, only a partial
initial deposit will be required,
and I know that should one of
their events have to be
cancelled, then they will work
to ensure that any deposits
are protected with minimal, if
any, losses incurred – just as
they have done so well this
year.
There cannot be a
better opportunity to get
engaged than 2021.

But most importantly, a big
thank you to so many of our
I receive information directly members for their efforts in
from health authorities and 2020.
they seem much more
positive than the words in the To those rally marshals who
press. This may be because had
events
that
were
there is still a great need to cancelled in spite of their
wash hands and maintain careful preparations – and a
social distancing. It does look big thankyou to so many of Meantime, to you all, have a
very promising that we will you who are planning to re safe Christmas season, and
NEWS & VIEWS
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make the most as you are
able with your family and
friends.
The
Spring
Fellowship in Frome, and the
runin rallies are not too far
away and a great way to
start next year – so I look
forward to seeing you on a
rally field before too long.

Entries regarding your unit, its
size and type and any
membership information for
the two camping clubs will
help rally marshals and in the
future we hope to be able to
avoid the need for you to fill in
all these details on your rally
application forms.

Derek Rogers

The Handbook will not be
published until the New Year
to give us time to update
information.
Meanwhile
monthly updates will be
emailed out to members and
quarterly printed versions to
those for whom we do not
have an email address.

MEMBERSHIP
Katrina Lancaster

The
new
membership
system is now live and many
members have taken the
opportunity to update their
record with extra email and
mobile numbers. This will
help us keep in better
contact: so important in
these difficult times when we
cannot meet up in person.
There is an information sheet
on the ICFR website which
explains how the system
works. Do get in touch with
me if you need help. There
have been problems in the
past so if any information is
incorrect get yourself logged
in and correct it or let me
know and I will make the
changes. The link to set up
your access is time limited
for security reasons but if it
runs out before you have got
round to using it don’t worry,
just let me know and all I
have to do is click a button
on your record and you will
get a new link.
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Thanks to everybody who has
taken the time to access and
update the system. We
believe it will bring the
Fellowship many benefits. For
instance if you put in your
birthday and wedding dates
we can put a special greeting
in News and Views for
significant dates.
Katrina Lancaster

FINANCE
Ted Walmsley

I am please to say that our
Finances continue to be in
good shape.
Our Subscriptions are very
similar to last year, which is
very encouraging, and due to
the present circumstances,
our expenses are very low.
The
News
and
Views
presented to everyone on
line will only cost a fraction of
the norm.
We have made an advance
payment to the 2021 Frome,
Spring Fellowship, which has
been carried over from this
year. A similar payment has
been carried over to 2022 for
one of the large fellowship
rallies.
I was pleased to help the
Rally Marshals to refund
members
due
to
the
cancellation of rallies, I really
hope there is no need to
repeat in 2021.
I really enjoy the position of
Treasurer, which has kept
me occupied during long
periods of Lockdown.
Yours in Fellowship
Ted Walmsley

Treasurer.

IT
David Shaw

Balances as at 26th October
2020.
Current Account
£ 3615.46
Business Reserve Account
£15.070.87
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Well it’s been all change in
2020. We now have a brand
new website created on the
WordPress online platform.
Let me explain why this
NEWS & VIEWS

change
was
necessary.
Since I took over from John
Horler (who still keeps an
eye on what I’m up to) I have
managed the website using
Serif
Webplus
software.
When I started it was
version4 and over the years
it was updated many times
until version18. This was the
last one created before the
company was taken over
and the Serif brand was
discontinued
in
2017.
Updates and support are no
longer available and new
licences are not being sold.
This means that I am the
only person in ICFR that has
the software, which creates a
continuity
problem
if
something prevents me from
continuing in my role as
Webmaster.
After much research looking
at alternative solutions to this
dilemma I decide that an
online solution was best,
there being no need to
purchase any software, just
access to the internet. I
asked
some
users
of
WordPress that I knew and
they told me it was a good
solution to our website
needs. It took me some time
to get used to the new format
but with the help of Derek
Rogers, who I used as a
Guinea Pig to try out the new
site before launch, I got there
in the end! Many thanks
Derek for your patience and
advice.
The old site is still there in
much reduced form, with
only the Home page with a
link to the new site and a
contact page, this will be
discontinued
when
the
license with our host Easily
runs out next year. John
Horler started with Easily
who have been very good
over the years, but hosting is
now
included
in
the
WordPress.com package.
The new site has much the
NEWS & VIEWS

same content as the old one
that you have all become
familiar with over the years. I
didn’t think members would
appreciate a radical change
to the way information is
accessed.
There
are
however a few changes,
firstly the calendars are now
linked
directly
to
the
database created by Tim and
Katrina, our Programme
Secretary and Membership
Secretary, so there should be
no
possibility
for
discrepancies creeping in as
was popssible when I
created my own calendar on
the
website
with
spreadsheets and all sorts of
jiggery pokery. You all now
have access to your records
on the database at https://
www.icfruk.org/
loginentry.asp where you can
update all your details.
The website now has Pages
and Posts, the difference
being that on Posts I can
allow members to post
comments. I have made a
Post called Your Views
where you can air your views
on anything to do with ICFR,
WordPress allows me to set
a rating for comments
posted, I considered PG
suitable for audiences older
than 13 but I considered this
might be too mature for most
of our members so in the
end decided on rating G
suitable for all audiences. In
any even when anyone posts
a comment WordPress send
me
the
comment
for
moderation, I can then
approve
or
reject
the
comment. So get posting on
Your Views page.
There are links to our
Facebook pages monitored
by Gerard which now has
130 members listed.
As always, I do appreciate
feedback on any aspect of
the website, whether it is
something that may not be
working
properly
or
Winter 2020/2021

something you would like me
to add or change about the
website. I hope you are
reading this from your copy
downloaded from the N&Vs
page.
David Shaw IT Secretary

PROGRAMME
SECRETARY
Tim Sheppard

2020 has to have been the
strangest of years to take
over any role in ICFR and in
particular
the
role
of
Programme Secretary. As I
write this, we have just had a
screeching
uturn
into
Lockdown and by the time
you get to read it, we may (or
may not – who knows) be
coming out of the other end.
Our Rally Marshals have
worked hard to put a rally
programme
together
for
2021 and I would like to take
this opportunity to thank all
of
them.
We
have
encouraged RMs to be
flexible in their programme
planning for 2021 and not try
to produce fully costed detail
programmes at his stage.
Please support our RMs by
booking onto rallies so they
have a clear idea on
numbers and can make sure
they
reserve
the
right
number of pitches. I suspect
sites could get very busy
next year once we can start
to travel again.
Finally, we need more ideas
and proposals for rallies.
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Running a rally is not difficult
and it you have an idea for a
rally, drop me an email, or
give me a call.
Tim Sheppard
ICFR Programme Secretary

PUBLIC IMAGE &
MARKETING
Jeremy Wyman

It was good to meet
everyone at the Zoom social
on Friday 13th November.
Janet and I look forward to
meeting everyone at future
rallies. While taking part in
the Zoom meeting I reflected
that we have come a long
way, in the use of video
calling since March. At that
time I had not heard of
Zoom! The use of videos and
video meetings offers ways
in which we can connect with
Rotarians and recruit them to
our Fellowship. Janet and I
watch a number of YouTube
channels that we would like
to share with you. There are
opportunities
to
create
similar channels for ICFR.

Daughter
who
are
caravanning in Australia (at
this very moment). It is
interesting to follow their
progress. Search on Youtube
for ‘Wild Touring’.
Our second suggestion is
from
Germany.
Hartmut
Condrad’s channel HACO
Video is in German but good
for reviewing sites wherever
Hartmut is travelling.
Another couple we watch are
sailing around the world.
They are wintering in Venice.
When we first stumbled
across them we were
impressed by the quality of
their videos. We then found
out that she is a retired news
reporter from Channel 4 and
he was her cameraman 
explains it all. You can find
them
on
YouTube
by
searching for the ‘Fairisle' :
the name of their boat. There
are lots of similarities with
Caravanning.
Looking forward there is an
opportunity for the fellowship
to
use
videos
to
communicate to potential
members. The President
could send a video message
to each individual Rotarian 
the possibilities are endless.
Having a YouTube channel
would
allow
potential
members to see what the
fellowship does. Now where
did I put my camera.
Jeremy Wyman

MAY

4th Heart of
Wiltshire
6th to 13th May
Our rescheduled ‘Fourth
Heart of Wiltshire Rally’ will
be held at the Coombe Park
Caravan site near Salisbury
and Wilton. Situated on the
edge of Salisbury Race
Course, the site has first
class amenities, a laundry, a
fully equipped meeting room
and wide ranging views over
the
South
Wiltshire
Countryside. Alan & Derek
will offer you their usual
programme
of
optional
events but with plenty of time
to explore on your own. The
driving time is less than an
hour for those going on to
attend our Spring Fellowship
Rally at Frome. The latest
date for receiving bookings is
Thursday 8th April 2021
Rally Marshal Alan Martin
and Booking Officer Derek
Rogers
There are 30 places on this
rally.

MAY

Usk 21
7th to 13th May

We have just watched a
Webinar on Zoom run by
John
Lewis
with
the
Christmas decoration buyers
showing how to decorate a
Christmas tree. It was very
good and we learnt a lot.

This peaceful, well run site is
part of the beautiful South
Wales countryside between
Usk and Abergavenny. Good
full facilities*. Relax or
there’s lots to do; castles and
canal,
shops
local
in
Abergavenny or 45 mins in
Cardiff, or explore Roman,
Welsh and mining history.
Visit Big Pit (and go

Turning to the world of
Caravanning and touring we
would like to draw your
attention to an Australian
couple and their young
Page 8
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underground),
a
Whisky
Distillery, Cider Tasting, St
Fagans National Museum of
History, Royal Mint, NT
Tredegar House or a Roman
Settlement. Only a twohour
tow or motor home drive to the
2021 Spring Fellowship at
Frome.
*Dependant
Government
Regulations

on

Welsh
Covid19

Rally Marshals & Booking
Officers Gerard & Christine
Turley
There are 15 places on this
rally.

MAY

Spring Fellowship

13th to 18th May
Many details still to be
worked out but will have full
programme for Autumn News
and Views. Check out the last
page in News & Views.
Rally Marshal Phil Cary
Booking
Officer
George
Horsfield.

Booking Officer Paul Quinlan
There are 12 places on this
rally.

JUNE

Details to Follow

6th to 9th June
A Moot [not a formal rally] at
Leek in the Peak District just
before my proposed June
Rally. I will be there. Anyone
wishing to join me should
make their own booking. No
formal programme, we’ll all
decide as we go. Anyone
wishing to join me should
simply let me know that they
intend being there. Essential
that they have emergency
details in their van either the
Message in a Bottle scheme
or emergency details pinned
to the inside of the Unit’s
wardrobe. Dog friendly site.
A walker’s paradise.
Revd.

There are 10 places on this
Moot

JUNE
There is no limit to the
number of places on this rally.

MAY

Secret Staffordshire
20th to 25th May
Haughton Village is on the
border of Staffordshire and
Shropshire, 4 miles from
Stafford.
Visit
beautiful
gardens, ( Trentham and
Shugborough), historical sites,
Cannock Chase , Cosford
RAF Museum, Wedgewood
etc. Red Lion Farm is well
known for it’s home made ice
cream, cafe, farm shop and
animals.

Super Sussex Seaside
23rd to 30th June

Leek Moot

Moot Marshal The
Malcolm Lockey

June

Uttoxeter

Rally Marshal Geoff Bell
Booking Officer Maddy Bell

There are 12 places on this
rally.

JUNE/JULY

Netley Abbey
30th June to 5th July
Details to Follow
Rally Marshals Ron Collins
Booking
Officers
Gwyn
Weallans
There are 12 places on this
rally.

JUNE

Llangollen
Eisteddfod

11th to 17th June

5th to 12th June

The return of the successful
Uttoxeter Race Course Rally.
Uttoxeter is an attractive
Market Town in Staffordshire,
near the beautiful historic city
of Lichfield. A full and varied
programme of events will be
offered

Details to follow.
Rally Marshal and Booking
Officer Alan Kemp
There are 30 places on this
rally.

JULY/AUGUST
Rally Marshals & Booking
Officers Malcolm Lockey

Bradwell (WWH)
30th July to 9th August

An 8 night rally based in our
There are 15 places on this home village of Bradwell, at
the Eden Tree Caravan Park
rally.

Rally Marshal Paul Sharman
NEWS & VIEWS
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in the Derbyshire Peak
District in Carnival Week
with the 4 Well Dressings
and Open Gardens. Explore
the village with its views
across the Hope Valley to
see the 4 decorated Wells
and enjoy refreshments in
the Methodist Chapel (great
cakes !!). Bradwell Open
Gardens will enable us to
see how people garden
when nothing is flat! See the
dams
used
by
the
Dambusters
for
target
practice prior to the famous
raid. We hope to visit the
UK’s largest cement works,
Bakewell Market and the
Sheffield
Museums.
Chatsworth, Hardwick Hall
and Haddon Hall are just a
short drive away.
Rally Marshals & Booking
Officers Tim Sheppard &
Katrina Lancaster.
There are 15 places on this
rally.

SEPTEMBER

Cotswolds View
11th to 16th September
Hopefully a return Cotswold
View, this popular rural site
in Oxfordshire, close to
Oxford and other local
attractions
Rally Marshals Richard &
Dot Swainston. Booking
Officer Geoff Fewings
This rally was postponed in
2020, members who were
booked on that rally will be
able to confirm their place
from 1st November 2020,
any places remaining will be
available to book on the 1st
December 2020.
There are 20 places on this
Rally.

SEPTEMBER

run farm.

Cambridge & The
Ouse Valley
17th to 23rd September
The Adults only Wyton Lakes
in a Rural Setting has easy
access to the River Ouse.
Buses
to
Cambridge/
Huntingdon and St Ives
(3miles) stop outside the
site, Bus Passes a must.
This Tranquil/Relaxing site
should not be missed.

Rally Marshal John Sadler
Booking
Officer
Gywn
Weallans
There are 17 places on this
rally.

SEPTEMBER

Lovely Lakeside
Lincolnshire
23rd to 29th September
Woodland Waters’ five lakes
in fourteen acres offer great
walks. We have exclusive
use of the Rally field; shower/
toilet blocks are modern and
there is an onsite restaurant/
bar. The historic towns of
Lincoln,
Grantham
and
Newark are nearby
Rally
Marshal
Ambrose, Booking
Maggie Ambrose

Arthur
Officer

There are 20 places on this
rally.

OCTOBER

Bulwick 2 (Try
Again)
2nd to 7th October

All pitches are Fully Serviced
(Water & Waste) and 16 amp
EL. There are good quality
showers and toilets with a
Laundry
and
Vegetable
preparation area with large
sinks, microwave, freezer
and fridge for guest’s use,
along with ironing facilities.
In addition there is an award
winning
Farm
Shop,
Butchery and Licensed Cafe.
Nearby
are
Oundle,
Uppingham, Oakham and
Stamford which are quaint
market
towns
with
Peterborough also nearby for
shopping and visits.
Visits can also be made to
Rockingham
Castle,
Burghley House, Lyveden
New Bield, Harringworth
Viaduct and , Deene Park.
Easy Access to post code via
A43 from both A14 & A1
Rally Marshal David Pilgrim
Booking Officer Terry Cooke
There are 15 places on this
rally.

OCTOBER

Autumn Fellowship
7th to 12th October
To be held at the Three
Counties
Showground
Malvern.

Rally Marshal Alan Martin
Booking
Officer
Derek
Rogers

There is no limit to the
number of on this Rally.

This Adults only site is in a
delightful spot on a family
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OCTOBER

Autumn Tints
13th to 19th October
We hope that the regular ralliers and some
new ones, will join us to see the magnificent
Autumn Tints, in the beautiful Lake District.
Rally Marshal Bill Leslie and Booking Officer
Chris Wood
There are 25 places on this rally.

OCTOBER

Garden of England
3rd to 10th November

FOREIGN
RALLIES
2021
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

Worlds Largest
25th August to 7th September
This 13 night rally incorporates 2 events that
claim to be the World’s Largest, Corso
Zundert (the World’s Largest Flower Parade
and the Dusseldorf Caravan Salon (The
World’s Largest Caravan and Motorhome
Show). We start in Echternach, the oldest
town in Luxemburg for 5 nights. We then
travel in convoy to the Dusseldorf Caravan
Salon for 3 nights on the showground
camping area, where vans are parked in
rows with communal dining between rows.
Visit the show (it makes the the NEC look like
a country fair!) or take the free shuttle bus to
the city centre and explore Dusseldorf. Our
final destination is De Heen in the
Netherlands where we will visit Corso
Zundert.

Broadhembury Caravan and Camping Park is
a 5 star Best of British park in the heart of the
Kent countryside near Ashford and offers the
advantage of a comfortable heated function
room to accommodate our social gatherings.
The location is just 10 minutes from the M20
Motorway (Junction 10) and ideal for visiting
Canterbury, Faversham, Tenterden, the
Cinque Ports of Dover, Hythe, New Romney
& Rye, plus Folkestone and other areas of the
Kent Coast. The rally will offer a Coach Trip to
France from & to our Campsite via Eurotunnel
Shuttle for those who wish to sample the
delights of a French lunch together with Rally Marshal and Booking Officers Tim
shopping, a guided walk in Hythe plus 2 or 3 Sheppard & Katrina Lancaster
Free days with lots of ideas of where to visit.
A lunch and a dinner at local hostelries will be
organised and a variety of evening get
togethers
including
the
everpopular There are 14 places on this rally.
Hospitality in Vans. Come and join us in the
Garden of England!
Rally Marshals Geoff & Maddy Bell. Booking
Officer Paula Howard.
This rally was postponed in 2020, members
who were booked on that rally will be able to
confirm their place from 1st November 2020,
any places remaining will be available to book
on the 1st December 2020.
There are 15 places on this Rally.
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UK RALLIES
REPORT
Report for the Well,
Well, Well, Well rally –
later demoted to the
‘No Wells’ rally.
5 – 11 August
It was a somewhat surreal
moment when we arrived at
Eden Tree Caravan Park in
Bradwell, located in the Hope
Valley of Derbyshire. Situated
in the Peak District it is also the
home of our rally marshals Tim
and Katrina.
The reason for the strange
feeling was because this was
the first ICFR rally of the year
thanks to Covid 19. Those that
had arrived before us had
literally pitched up, plugged in
and then wandered over to
long missed friends to catch up
with the social side of our
fellowship.

first rally plaque and timings
were agreed to meet for an
evening walking tour of the
village.
We
also
then
discovered it was Geoff and
Maddy’s
48th
wedding
anniversary.
Thursday 8th
We decided to visit the local
dams,
Derwent
and
Ladybower, well known for their
use in WW2 as a training
ground for the aircrew of 617
(Dambusters) squadron. It was
above these dams that the
crews, led by Guy Gibson
practiced low level flying 
down to 60 feet about the
water level, in order to deliver
the ‘Bouncing Bomb’ designed
by Barnes Wallis.

Tim and Katrina had prepared
a lot of information for us and
had a good stock of maps,
leaflets and guides to the local
area. These together with their
local knowledge indicated we
were going to be well looked
after – and so we were...
Wednesday 7th August
A date to remember. The first
ICFR rally of 2020!

Derwent
reservoirs

Thanks to Covid19 Tim and
Katrina found themselves to be
not only running the first rally
not to be cancelled this year
but also rally marshals for the
first time to boot!

Friday 9th

14 units/27 members joined
this rally. We even had 2 new
members, Caroline and Brian
Ellis joining their first ever ICFR
rally.
President Geoff presented
Caroline and Brian with their
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Hydrangea paniculata and is
apparently the only such
collection in the World, holding
890 different cultivars.

and

Ladybower

Tim and Katrina led a tour to
the dams. We had jumped the
gun by going the day before so
we headed off to Derby to visit
Darley Park where a large
display of Hydrangeas (one of
Jo’s
favourite
plants)
is
nurtured. The park is free to
enter and it is also free park –
a rarity nowadays. Hydrangea
Derby is a voluntary group set
up in 2010. It has become the
National
Collection
of

Winter 2020/2021

Saturday 10th
After lunch we decided to go to
the nearby village of Eyam
(pronounced Eeam). This was

very poignant, as it is known as
the ‘Plague Village’ following
the bubonic plague outbreak of
16656. Being out after the first
‘lockdown’ in modern times,
reading the history of the
village and how they dealt with
it and survived the plague
resonated with many who
visited. The inhabitants of
Eyam quarantined themselves
for over a year, in a famous act
of selfsacrifice, to prevent the
spread of the plague.
One of the places to visit
around the village is ‘Riley
graves’, the resting place of the
Hancock family. Because the
graveyard was shut Mrs
Hancock who lost six children
and her husband in just over a
week, had to drag their bodies
alone from the village into a
field outside the village for
burial. What we didn’t realise
until we got there was that the
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last family member she buried
was on the 10 August 1666 –
354 years to the day!

Sunday 11th
Tim and Katrina had informed
us prior to the rally starting that
they had booked tickets to visit
Botolph Gardens, a National
Trust property, about an hours
drive away.
Monday 12th
On the agenda today was a trip
to Bakewell market with the
rally being concluded that
evening
with
a
socially
distanced meal at the local
hostelry.
Tuesday 13th
Departure day.President Geoff
thanked Tim and Katrina for
arranging and running a great
rally.
To end I wish to add (with their
permission) the thoughts of our
new ICFR members, Caroline
and Brian. I asked Caroline
before we parted if she would
write a few words about their
experience. Here is what
Caroline said;
“I met a very friendly Rotarian
at the D1260 Conference in
March who gave me a flyer
about the ICFR.
Having owned a campervan for
9 years we were not sure if
ICFR would be right for us, as
we had travelled a lot on the
Continent and in the UK by
ourselves in our little VW T5.
Was it going to be too
‘Rotary’? Would we have to
join in everything that was
organised and be frowned
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upon for wanting to do our own
thing?
We decided to sign up for the
Well Well Well Well rally (later
named Bradwell No Wells) in
August to see what it was all
about.
During our Covid
lockdown time we kept our
fingers crossed that the rally
would still run, as it would end
up being our first trip away in
2020.
The warm welcome that we
received from Tim and Katrina
when we arrived on site quickly
allayed our fears, and we
settled in very happily.
Having local experts on hand
meant the rally organisers
could advise us about local
spots to visit, where to park
and what to see which was
really helpful. There was no
expectation that we should join
in events, and we witnessed
several of the rally attendees
coming
and
going
by
themselves and we came
together a few times during the
week.
Rotarians casually popped by
the van for a socially distanced
chat, and we were invited to
drinks outdoors – no talk of
Rotary, talk was more likely to
be of where we had already
gone in our van.
A great week away, I cannot
recommend it more highly, we
came home and immediately
booked on 2 more rallies, so I
guess that says it all!”
Thank you Caroline for such a
great endorsement. We look
forward to meeting up with you
and Brian and many other
members on future rallies.
Thank you Tim and Katrina for
running a great rally and being
such good marshals.
Martin and Jo Carter
SW District
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ICFR Gower
Peninsula (Socially
Distanced) Rally
3rd Sept to 8th Sept
Let me open by thanking Rally
Marshalls (RM) Christine and
Gerard Turley ably assisted by
Bruce and Pat Wallace for
organising an excellent rally
despite the drawbacks of
COVID19 and the weather.
Sadly, concern about the virus
took its toll on members
attending, and on the day, 13
vans arrived to a very wet and
soggy campsite. Early in the
day, the new ICFR skill of
ploughing a straight furrow
with one’s caravan wheels
became the fun pass time.
Although I did promise Gerard
I would not go on too much
about the weather in this
report it would be remiss of
me not to mention it, I am
convinced my pitch had a
spring under the groundsheet,
that will teach me to turn up
late!
Sadly, David & Kate Ayres had
to abandon their trip after
breaking down near Rosson
Wye and waiting in a layby
near 2 days for recovery.
Talking of breakdowns, our
new President Bruce, once
more suffered gear box
problems on his beloved Jag
which resulted in Car and
Caravan being recovered from
his pitch at the end of the rally.
There was a rumour that
Bruce didn’t want to drive his
car on the narrow Gower
roads. I don’t believe it for a
moment.
Although ICFR socialising was
very curtailed, we maintained
our morning coffee ritual,
despite some rain and the
demands of Social Distancing.
Our hard working RM’s
provided an excellent fish and
chip supper and on another
evening outstanding Pizza.
Those who were brave
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Whitegate Moot
Moot at Elm Cottage Little
Budworth September 3rd to
9th. 2020.
When is a Moot not a Rally,
that was the question? The
answer is rather vague, we
assume it is because you
book individually direct to
the site, pay the site and
they allocate a pitch for you.
The word “MOOT” comes
from the Assembly of
people in early England, for
debate, and judicial powers.
I know of the Moot Hall in
Keswick and we have one
in my own town, so there
must be several up and
down the Country.
So many thanks to Bill
Leslie and Anne Roberts for
organising the place and
dates. I am sure this was
done in early spring,
thinking the country would
be back to normality. What
a pity they were not able to
join us, but they did
manage a short visit on the
Friday, it was wonderful to
say Hello. We all wish Anne
much love and hope her
health improves.
enough to follow Gerard on an
afternoon walk (cancelled
from the morning because of
rain) above the lovely Village
of Reynoldston were treated
to outstanding views across
the Peninsula and estuaries
and even the weather cleared
for us to take on the beauty of
Gower. There was ample free
time to visit other attractions
and beauty spots such as
Oxwich, the huge beach at
Rhossili, Port Eynon and the
old favourite The Mumbles.
And yes, the sun did shine on
us for most of the Rally. A
word of warning if you are
planning a visit the Gower
some of the roads are very
narrow with only room for one
car each way!
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And so to our final night and
the traditional group dinner.
Our RM’s had gone to some
considerable lengths to keep
us all safe and Gerard’s local,
the
King Arthur
Hotel,
restaurant had not failed
them. Each couple were
seated on separate tables
with a 2 metre distance
between each table. It didn’t
make for the usual social
intercourse but at least we
were safe.
Once more our thanks go to
Gerard and Christine for
organising an outstanding
Rally under very difficult
circumstances. Well done
both.

John Sadler
Winter 2020/2021

Thanks to Tim and Katrina
for taking over at a short
notice, they were Brilliant.
The site is set in the middle
of the Cheshire countryside
and the owners Jackie and
James gave everyone a
very warm welcome and
presented all the facilities to
the
highest
standard.
Everyone felt very safe.
Some members arrived
days before the start and
other stayed for days after,
so thanks to the owners for
providing flexibility, at the
same pitch fee.
We only arrived on the
Friday, but I understand that
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a welcome gathering on the
Thursday gave everyone
an opportunity to meet at a
distance. Friday the site
provided a Pizza night,
Sunday night there was a
Chinese meal organised
and Monday at 5pm we
had a “Happy Hour” outside
in a large circle.
There are many places to
visit in the area, such as
Tatton Park and House,
Arley Hall and Gardens,
The Shire Horse Centre
and
Stud
farm, The
Anderton Boat Lift, the City
of Chester, plus a must for
the shopper, The Cheshire
Oaks Outlet.
The weather was very kind,
most days we enjoyed
warm sunshine in the
afternoons. I am sure
everyone
enjoyed
the
restricted fellowship; it was
so nice to meet with friends
again.
Ted & Ann Walmsley.

Sussex Even Closer
to the Sea Rally
11th 14th September 2020
Not the 16th as originally
planned due to “The Rule of
Six”
Following agreement by the
Rally
Committee
in
September 2019, 18 rallies in
the UK and 3 Overseas were
approved for the 2020 ICFR
Rally Programme. Sadly on
10th March a notice from our
new Programme Secretary
Tim Sheppard, warned of the
anxiety
of
the
disease
epidemic that was growing
rapidly
worldwide.
Consequently a considerable
number of rallies had been
cancelled with only a few
remaining by the time we left
to travel to Sussex.
However
a
very
warm
welcome awaited the eleven
NEWS & VIEWS

units at Kloofs Caravan Park
near
Bexhill
from
RM’s
President Geoff and Maddy who
served a socially distanced
afternoon tea and homemade
cakes at 3pm to the assembled
circle of Ralliers, followed by
“Alfresco” Fish and Chips, which
set the scene, for our Morning
Coffee
and
evening
get
togethers. President Geoff also
welcomed and presented a first
time Ralliers Plaque to Ian and
Julia Jopson from Ipswich.

On Saturday, an enjoyable visit
was arranged to Battle Abbey
and on Monday, a number of
members
visited
Hastings
Country Park for a picnic lunch
to admire the Sandstone Cliffs
and nature trails and also the
other nearby resorts of Bexhill,
Eastbourne and Rye.

Maddy
for
their
excellent
hospitality, including a Posh
Ploughman’s Supper with wine
and for all their hard work and
meticulous
planning,
which
allowed this rally to proceed at
this very difficult time.
I am sure all of us on the Rally
look forward to a return visit to
Kloofs Caravan Park next year
hopefully under more normal
conditions.
Margaret and John Warrack

Welcome to the
following new
members:
John & Beryl Tarling
South East
Jonathan & Rosie

Although “Even Closer to the
Portwood
Sea”, sadly the tide remained at
a low ebb and by the third high
North East Midlands
tide official notices began
appearing re various lockdowns
and number restrictions of
social gatherings and President
Geoff at 6pm on the Monday Pauline & David Skertchly
evening lowered the ICFR Flag
South East
and raised the Union Jack, as
the Rally unfortunately had to
Once the Corona Virus crisis
finish earlier than planned.

is passed we look forward to
meeting you all over the
Kloofs Caravan Park was an
coming year.
excellent Rally venue with
services, water, picnic table with
benches and BBQ area to each
pitch, set in 22 acres of the
lovely
rolling
Sussex
countryside, a few miles from
Bexhill on Sea. We enjoyed
excellent weather and Geoff
and
Maddy’s
cheerful
disposition made sure that we
all had a great time and enjoyed
each other’s company and a big
thank you must go from all
those on the Rally to Geoff and
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CONGRATULATIONS
Eric Matkins – 90 years old in July this year.
For the whole of 2019 plans were being made to
celebrate Eric’s 90th birthday the following July.
At the end of March this year they all had to be
cancelled due to the Corona Virus. A quiet BBQ,
under the control of Grandson William, for close
family members was arranged at his Son’s
home. It was chilly so it had to be in the gazebo
but none the less was very enjoyable.
A short autobiography:
Eric lived through the war in South London as a
small boy and teenager. He was born on 26th
July 1930 and grew up in Catford, South East
London. During the war he was evacuated for a
time to the country. On return to Catford, he
attended 14 different schools all destroyed by bombing  3 in one week!!
His father Alfred purchased a picture framing business from a neighbour in 1946 and, just as Eric was
leaving school with no idea about his future, his father asked him what he intended to do. Eric replied
that he would wait until he was 18 and join the army to do his National Service. However, his father
suggested that he could learn to be a picture framer and work in the firm until he was 18. Fifty five
years later, he was still in the business bought originally by his father.
In 1960, Eric joined the Rotary Club of Catford and in 1969 was made President for the Club’s 25th
year. In 1994 he was invited to be President again for the Club’s 50th year celebration. In 1980 he
joined ICFR and attended his first rally in 1981 at Ashbourne where he learnt the true meaning of
friendship! The first major District rally he attended was the AGM rally in Maidstone Kent in May 198. It
was here where he learnt a valuable lesson in ICFR  'Don’t be late for the start of large rally' He was
still working at that time and by the time he had left work, hooked up, sorted the family and set off they
arrived on site at 8.30 to be told that the food had gone before 6.20!
His first National Rally in ICFR was the 1984 R.I.Convention where there were in excess of 500
caravans and apparently the biggest ICFR rally ever to be staged at Perry Park in Birmingham. During
that year He served on both District and Executive committees and served as Membership Secretary
for 3 years and then as Vice President for ICFR but sadly had to resign when his wife Audrey died
during a rally in 2003.
He has always thoroughly enjoyed rallying with ICFR and especially in France, Germany, Austria,
Spain and the great six week tour of the Canadian Rockies.
In 2005 Maureen came into his world, so the world of rallying with ICFR continued and he says "the
last fifteen years have been as equally rewarding as earlier years”.

Congratulations also to John and Fran Allen from the
South West Area who celebrated their Emerald Wedding
Anniversary on the 18th September  55 years. "I can't
believe I am writing this" said Fran in her email.
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IN MEMORIAM
Alan Jones

26/03/2020 South West

David Mackay

05/05/2020 North West Midlands

Jacqueline Daley

01/09/2020 South East

David McNeil

04/09/2020 East Anglia

Bridget Baker

15/09/2020 South West

Jim Watson

17/09/2020 Scotland and North East

Alice Redpath

17/09/2020 Scotland and North East

The following item was submitted by our President Bruce.
Can you fill in the 4 blanks? Answers in the next issue of News & Views
LETTERS REARRANGED

WORD
PRESBYTERIAN

BEST IN PRAYER

ASTRONOMER

MOON STARER

DESPERATION

A ROPE ENDS IT

THE EYES

THEY SEE

GEORGE BUSH

HE BUGS GORE

THE MORSE CODE

HERE COME DOTS

DORMITORY

DIRTY ROOM

SLOT MACHINES

?

ANIMOSITY

IS NO AMITY

ELECTION RESULTS

LIES  LET'S RECOUNT

SNOOZE ALARMS

ALAS! NO MORE Z 'S

A DECIMAL POINT

?

THE EARTHQUAKES

THAT QUEER SHAKE

ELEVEN PLUS TWO

?

MOTHERINLAW

?
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF ICFR
Saturday 19th September 2020. 10.30am
1.
Due to the Covid 19 Pandemic, the AGM had to be held as an online meeting by
ZOOM. President Geoff welcomed approx 80 members.

2.
The meeting remembered in silence those Members who have passed away
since our last meeting at the 2019 Autumn Fellowship:
Jean Bills – E Anglia; Richard Nutt – E Anglia; Angela Roberts S Central;
Frank Gray – E Midlands; Hugh Thompson – SW Midlands; Alan Pearce – NW Midlands,
PP Rex Barnett – NE Midlands; Don Smith – NW Midlands; Brenda Fewings – S Central;
Alan Jones S West; PP Wife Marjorie Lock – NE Midlands; David MacKay – NE Midlands,
Jim Watson – Scotland & N East.

3.

Apologies received from:

Joanna Channell & Anthony Johnson; Jill & John Dobinson; Rosemary & Cliff Dorling;
Bridget and David Evans; Marion & Brian Frosdick; Ann & John Hackney;
Shirley & Tim Hadrill; Caroline & Rob Marrow; Mavis & Arthur Marrow;
Margaret & Sandy Murray; Jackie & Paul Sharman; Maureen & David Smith;
Anne & John Walgrove.

4.

Minutes of 2019 AGM – May at Shrewsbury.

Approved – there were no matters arising.

5.
from:

Reports

1.

The President Geoff Bell

This Annual General Meeting sees the conclusion of my extended role as your President and I
look forward to passing the mantle to Bruce.
With the exception of the unprecedented and totally unforeseen difficulties of the last 6
months, which have without doubt proved a real challenge, I have very much enjoyed my 2
years, 2 months & 18 days as President of this excellent fellowship.
My Objectives
I set out in 2018 with several aims, namely getting ICFR better recognised by the members of
Rotary, recruiting more members, encouraging our own members to come forward with new
rally ideas, finding new locations for our larger rallies and helping our members to take on the
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role of rally marshals. In addition, I hoped to level the playing field in terms of our
membership categories, getting a more representative gender membership of, and
encouraging new faces to join this Exec.

With the truly excellent support of this Exec, both Officers and Committee members past
& present, I think that we can genuinely claim a reasonable level of success. My sincere
thanks to you all!
Where Are We Now?
I had, a few months ago, some real concerns about the future for our recreation and
fellowship with rally after rally cancelled for very good reason. The Zoom meetings,
sleepins and the phone a friend were an interim measure to try to raise the spirits of
members and make them aware that we were still searching for a way out of this
inconsiderable setback.

our
the
our
not

Then came the “No Wells” rally! This clearly demonstrated that given the lifting of some
lockdown restrictions, understanding, as we did, what the risks were and reducing these
risks to an acceptable level by cleverly and carefully adapting the rally programme to
encompass prevailing limitations and ensuring the safe cooperation of all attending, there
was certainly a way forward.
And now, with two further rallies and a Moot successfully completed and having learned a
little more and adjusted our plans accordingly, I believe that we will definitely be “Back on
the Road Again” once this latest hurdle is removed! Things are definitely looking a lot
better!
What Lies Ahead?
Well the obvious answer is opportunities! And I am confident that we can grasp these
with the new impressive lineup of President Bruce, PresidentElect Derek and Secretary
Gerard at the helm and encouraged by the very muchneeded support of all of you.
We do, of course, need a full programme of rallies and populating the 2021 calendar must
be a priority. Hopefully, many of our regular rally marshals will be able to either rollover
or run again the 2020 programme? But wouldn’t it be great to add some new rallies or
locations to the mix?
Given a reasonable 2021 programme, will some of our previously enthusiastic ralliers
need a helping hand to encourage them to venture out and rejoin us? This is where we
again need all of you to provide support and reassurance.
For many of our members who do not rally, the Area luncheons are their only means of
facetoface contact. The past 6 months will have taken its toll on the majority of these
gatherings. So we do need our Area teams to make some form of social meeting
possible.
My Thanks
As I said at the start of this report, I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as your President
and the level of support that I have received has been absolutely amazing. My thanks to
you all, to the late Peter Skerratt and Don Howard who set me off on this path and to more
recent Presidents Gerard and Gwyn who made it possible. My grateful thanks also to the
two other wise men, Bruce and Derek. And of course to Maddy who as ever has been
great support!
Thank you all sincerely!
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2.

The Vice President

Bruce Wallace

As this is my last report as Vice President, I would like to start by thanking Geoff for his work
as President. It has been a great pleasure to work with him and of course, Derek. We have all
worked very closely together especially in these challenging times and then been able to
make suggestions, to you, the full executive. Thank you for all your support and wisdom.
Opportunities.
I hope everyone is now aware of our 20% discount with the Caravan and Motor Home club out
side of school holidays. For those who purchased vouchers, that will give you another 20%
off.
Now, if we book and pay for ANY SITE either with the caravan club OR ANY OTHER and pay
in full before January 12th we will save 12.5% because VAT will only be 5%.
President’s role.
As you may know I have a Past Presidents group who I seek advice from and I would like to
slightly change the role of Past President to Past Presidents group. So this would mean that
any Past President could do the vote of thanks at a large fellowship meeting and indeed Past
Presidents as a group could be copied or consulted when involving the Past President at the
discretion of the current President and depending on the complexity of the issue.
It’s a way of using Past Presidents Knowledge and skills without them being on the executive
which might also encourage new people to come forward to the exec knowing they have the
backing of the whole of the Past Presidents group.
The role of IPP remains but the PP group can be consulted where appropriate. Thus a Past
President may perform the role as in the past OR one of the Past presidents group can. The
IPP is still a member of the Exec but they can pass this role to the Past Presidents group or a
combination of people from the PPG.
It also means the role of President could be cut from 6 to 4 years and it may encourage more
people to consider the role.
It also has the benefit of involving Past Presidents more in the leading of our fellowship.
Past Presidents may leave the PP group at any time should they wish.
This proposed format was agreed by the Exec at their meeting yesterday.

3.

The Secretary Derek Rogers

To cover some basic administrative points –
o
The Privacy issues related to the new member database have been reviewed by
the EC, and we are confident that there are no issues of concern.
o
The Trustees met as required 2 days ago  clearly the issues related to the
Covid pandemic have been a concern forcing the cancellation of several further rallies at very
short notice, but otherwise there were not issues or concerns. The Rally Committee also met
– this will be reported by Prog Secretary Tim.
o
We have a number of EC members who are standing down now as their term
has finished – but we have incoming nominations which match – and in many cases handover
has commenced informally during the delay period since our AGM was originally scheduled.
On a personal note, I think you all for the support and assistance offered to me as your
Secretary.
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4.

Treasurer’s Report Ted Walmsley

o
2019 accounts have been successfully audited – details have already been
published in News & Views. (Also attached as an Appendix at the end of these minutes.)
Formally approved
o
approved.

Subscription for 2021 are recommended by Ted to stay at £10.

Formally

o

Ted proposed that Mike Segon to remain as our Auditor. Formally approved.

5.

Membership Secretary Derrick Sanders

I have already handed over the Membership Secretary’s role to Katrina on 25th August. I wish
her well as she takes over this role and she will be the first lady to hold this position.
I thought it probably best to give a broad summary of my three years to try and gauge how the
Fellowship is faring regarding membership.
I took over the role from our new Vice President, Derek in June 2017. Since then we’ve had
122 new members and have lost 210 through resignation or, sadly, deaths. Our membership
is now 729. The majority of resignations arise from members no longer caravanning. Quite a
number are also lost in January through nonpayment of subscriptions when the member has
failed to notify us that they have cancelled their subscription mandate but not had the
courtesy to let us know they have resigned.
On the face of it these are stark figures but most of those we lose have spent many years as
members and have come to the natural end of their time with us. A situation that most of us
will face in the future.
I think heart can be taken from the New Members joining. In 2017 there were 20, 2018  37.
2019  51 and so far in 2020 – 22, although reduced in the last the last six months due to the
Covid19 situation. I think these are positive figures and I would expect applications to start
arriving again in due course, although this may not be until 2021.
In 2017 to 2019 The Executive Committee fully supported the initiative to attract new
members with various forms of advertising. Some of this required the active participation of
Area Members in delivering material to their local caravan/motorhome dealerships and other
potential places where there may be potential new members. Much skill, design and effort
went into the production of the material and it was all to a professional standard and was
delivered to the potential outlets with some expectation that it would attract new members.
This exercise resulted in my decision to keep a record of how new members found out about
ICFR, to validate the response to this particular form of advertising. I’m sorry to report that, to
date, no new member has indicated that they were attracted to our Fellowship through this
medium.
By far the most effective way of introducing new members is through personal
recommendation so we should all keep our eyes and ears open to be ready to speak to those
who may some encouragement to join us.
Katrina will be sharing additional information on the new database she will be using.
6.

Editor Bruce Liddle

A survey of members was carried out via the Winter 2019/20 News & Views (N&Vs) to assess
demand for online copy only. Only 16 people requested this. However Covid19 meant that
only an online version was made available to members via the ICFR website. 22 printed
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copies were sent to those members who did not have an email address on the assumption
these members would be unable to access the web site. No comments were received
concerning this process and an analysis of the number of hits on the ICFR web site shortly
after N&Vs was published showed an increase in hits. It was not possible to differentiate
which pages of the web were being visited. From the end of April to the end of May the
number of weekly hits were 145, 368 (4th to 10th May the week it was placed on the web),
116, 109 and 84. The Executive Committee have once again agreed, due to Covid19
constraints, to the Winter N&Vs being available online only. A few printed copies will be posted
to members unable to access the web.
Traditionally members wishing to have their Christmas Greetings published in the Winter
N&Vs have paid £10. I am pleased to say that the Executive Committee has agreed that there
will be no charge for members’ Christmas Greetings in the Winter Edition this year. Members
will be invited to submit greeting directly to the Editor.
An Automated External Defibrillator (AED) is now available for Rally Marshals to request from
the Programme Secretary. This should be regarded as a ‘nice to have but not essential’ piece
of rally equipment. Detailed information about resuscitation and using a defibrillator was
published in the Summer 2020 N&Vs and this will be repeated in the Winter 2020/21 Edition.
Sue and I will undertake Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) training, if requested,
whenever they attend a rally.

7.

Programme Secretary Tim Sheppard

Taking over from Gwyn Weallans part way through the ICFR year in the middle of a global
pandemic was always going to be interesting.
First, I’d like to thank Gwyn for his hard work as Programme Secretary putting the rally
programme together for 2020, which I seem to have much of my time cancelling – strange
times indeed.
Fortunately, we have been able to restart the 2020 rally programme and several successful
rallies have taken place in recent weeks, with several more still to happen. I’d like to thank all
the RM’s who have worked hard in difficult circumstances making these rallies possible.
We have put together specific guidance for RM’s on running rallies during the current
pandemic and inevitably it has meant that some of the traditional aspects of ICFR rallies have
had to change, but the feedback that I have heard so far indicates that this hasn’t spoilt ralliers
enjoyment.
A lot of rallies that had to be cancelled in 2020 have been rescheduled to 2021 and Rally
Committee gave considerable thought to the best way to handle the booking of these so that
is it fair to those who were booked on the cancelled rally, and also to other members.
What we have agreed is that for UK rallies which were cancelled in 2020 and reschedule for
2021, the Rally Marshal is encouraged to send an email on 1st November with a new booking
form to those members only who were booked on the cancelled rally. This will give them an
opportunity for a priority booking on the replacement rally.
On 1st December, rally booking will open as normal, and booking forms will be posted
generally on the website. For those rallies which are repeats, then the number of spaces
available may be quite low as they would reflect the take up of the booking in November from
the cancelled rally, although hopefully RMs will be able to make additional places available to
compensate.
Rescheduled overseas rallies will work the same way, but RM’s can email those booked on
the cancelled rally as soon as the rally is approved with general bookings being possible 1
month later.
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We believe that this is a fair approach in these unusual circumstances and should cater for
situations such as the Llangollen rally where participants purchased Eisteddfod tickets for
2020 and have carried them forward to 2021.
The 2021 rally programme is still looking very thin and we need more Offers to Run a Rally as
soon as possible. Please think about those places that you like to visit and think about
running a rally for ICFR there. I am always happy to talk to members about their ideas and to
provide help and guidance.
Our Fellowship is very firmly based around our rally programme and we need to make 2021
an exciting year after the disappointments this year.
8.

International Liaison Officer

Ivan Palmer

Everyone is not surprised that I have very little to report in this current year,
I sent copies of the latest News & Views to my 18 overseas contacts two bounced as
undeliverable and I had responses from the US, New Zealand and France. Michel
Chateauneuf informs me he is no longer maintaining the French website.
Gerard and I have both been invited to join the New Zealand Facebook group and I comment
now and again and give a tick.
9.

IT Secretary David Shaw

Recently I informed the EC that I was investigating moving the website from Serif based
software and hosting by Easily to the WordPress online platform. You should be aware this
has come to pass.
There are two reasons for this change:
o
The Serif software Webplus X8 is no longer supported or updated and the
licence cannot be transferred making continuity of the website uncertain.
o
WordPress is an online system and requires no software to be installed; it allows
for more than one person to edit the site, thus continuity is assured.
Over the last few weeks while developing the website, one of my aims was to make the site in
many ways similar to the existing site in content and layout, thus making the transition from
the old site to the new one as seamless as possible.
The learning curve was almost horizontal at the start but is now becoming a little steeper; in
the future the curve could become exponential with a younger more flexible mind at the helm.
WordPress is a template based system which consists of Pages and Posts, pages are just
that like the page of a newspaper, however a post allows for anyone reading it to make a
comment. This is all new to me and to members. One or two of the more savvy members have
been placing their messages on the Your Views page. There was the thorny issue of
monitoring messages to be considered and WordPress allows for this and allows the editor to
set the content standard, I have chosen the safest standard “suitable for all readers”.
Additionally, I am notified by email of the content of every post submitted, and I have the
option to approve or deny publication of that post.
Website statistics for the old site were rudimentary giving just the number of page loads each
week. Our contract with WordPress not only includes web hosting but it give us
comprehensive information from Google stats, on which pages are visited, on which days and
much more.
It also includes automatic SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) which adds key words for
search engines to find our website.
I have had many encouraging comments about the modern look and feel of the new site from
members. Only one negative comment from a member, who said they found the site difficult to
navigate and that the help page wasn’t any help, but they declined to let me know what they
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found difficult. If any member requires help then I will do my best to help them or change the
website to improve it if they have any suggestions. In fact I would actively encourage
members to suggest changes to the site.
The “Old” website is being updated less frequently, and I have placed redirect links on the
most popular pages of that website to the “New” website. The domain name
rotarianscaravanning.org.uk will be due for renewal shortly and it is my suggestion that we let
it lapse.

10.

PR and Publicity – Martin Williams

Throughout 2019 there was quite intense PR and public image exposure for ICFR, mainly
through the media of the Rotary and Inner Wheel magazines, thus reaching out to the Rotary
family within the UK. This included regular half and full page advertisements, including a
double page advertorial spread. For the Rotary magazine we featured in four issues of the
publication between April and November and in the summer issue of the Inner Wheel
magazine, so covering the main period of our rally programme. With negotiation we were
successful in achieving this activity at a much reduced cost to the fellowship.
Whilst it is always very difficult to quantify the full effect of our advertising campaign and
expenditure, nevertheless it is hoped that ICFR is now better recognised within the Rotary
family.
With the Powerpoint presentation video that was produced and shown during 2019, we are
now looking into how this can be improved, with a view to a possible re launch for our 2021
season.
Looking to 2020, with the now well established contacts that had been made and with the
very different times within the past 7/8 months (right across our main rallying months),we
have not pursued similar UK based opportunities, other than by the word of mouth amongst
our members.
Our main public image within the Rotary movement in 2020 has been at the “Virtual” 2020
Fellowship Convention in June and July, where ICFR had our own “virtual stand “,which was
in place for all Rotarians to visit and to see how our fellowship is open to members
Worldwide. It is difficult to assess the success of this opportunity, other than by the numbers
of site “hits” during the Convention period, details of which we are gathering to report back.
We have therefore had quite a presence during these very challenging times for all
Rotarians…..so all good we trust.
Looking back over the past six or more years of my tenure in looking after the public image for
ICFR,I do believe that we have maintained a positive presence and that it has contributed to
helping to increase our membership. My thanks must go to Colin Bradford for his sterling work
in putting together the excellent range of point of sale materials. All of these items are now
well established for members within their areas to use, continuing a direct means of getting
our message across. I must thank President Geoff for his support and encouragement and
also my thanks to past President’s ,Gwyn and Gerard, who worked with me to help make
things happen.
Although I am standing down from my role at the Ardingly AF meeting. I have agreed with
incoming President Bruce to work over the next 6 months, alongside Jeremy Whyman and
with support from Colin Bradford, so that we can achieve a positive handover period. With the
item on the Exec meeting agenda to discuss the way forward for Public Image I am sure we
will be able to continue our success within the Rotary family.
With the opportunity that Zoom has given us I would suggest that we could use this media
tool as a positive way forward for the Fellowship. We could produce a short but concise
presentation that all members could use to "talk" to other clubs in their areas...and maybe at
District level as well. To link this with the promotional video which will be looked at again I
feel sure that this will prove to be good and that my successor, Jeremy will help to develop
this opportunity.
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Finally my personal thanks to all members of the executive team over the past six years, who
have gave me the encouragement to help make my job role worthwhile. It has been a truly
enjoyable and fascinating journey…my thanks to all.

11.

Sales  Roger Restell

Merchandising this year has been static due to the Pandemic.
Due to this we have been
unable to set up our merchandising stand at the cancelled Spring and Autumn Fellowship
rallies.
However as with most other retail outlets and thanks to our superb new web site we are still
able to supply all our items on line as our supplier is now back working.
We are looking forward to serving you all at the next Spring Fellowship.

6.

Constitution.

The EC has proposed to introduce the following additional clauses:
•
11.5 In the absence of any nominations for any Officer or Committee Member
role the Secretary will accept nominations up to the advertised time of the AGM and they will
be treated as if received under Clause 11.3, except that they may be excluded from the
requirements of Clause 11.4.
•
11.6 Any Member nominated under Clause 11.3 may withdraw their nomination
in writing up to the advertised time of the AGM and they will be treated as if not received.
These were both approved with the necessary 2/3 majority.

7.

President Geoff handed over to incoming President Bruce.

Bruce presented to Geoff his Life Membership Certificate.

8.

President Bruce

1.

Introduced the incoming Officers and Committee members for 20202021: 

Vice President

Derek Rogers

Secretary

Gerard Turley

Treasurer

Ted Walmsley

Editor

Bruce Liddle

Programme Secretary

Tim Sheppard

Membership Secretary

Katrina Lancaster

International Liaison Officer

Ivan Palmer

IT Secretary
Shaw
Committee
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Mike Parkinson; John Sadler; Richard Swainston

2.

Announced the Trustees for 2020/2021:

President

Bruce Wallace

Secretary

Gerard Turley

Treasurer

Ted Walmsley

Programme Secretary

Tim Sheppard

3.
Honorary Members, 2020/2021.
Bruce proposed continuity for Peter and
Glenys Spencer, who provide the rally field for Ashbourne Rally. This was approved.

4.

Presentation of the Robert & Mildred Memorial Tray.

Bruce presented this to Jeanne and David Shaw – active Rally Marshalls, and very
considerable ongoing work on the excellent ICFR Website.

5.
Bruce also thanked those members of the EC who were now standing down, for
their considerable contributions  Fran Allen; Ann Hackney; Derrick Sanders; Gwyn Weallan
and Martin Williams.

9.

Membership Database

Membership Secretary Katrina outlined the details and facilities of the new database.
will be followed up with a circulation of further detail to all members.

10.

This

Vote of thanks Past President Gwyn Weallans.

Gwyn gave a vote of thanks to all who were able to join the meeting. Specifically also to
those who had been involved in organising the original Autumn Fellowship Rally, then the
Socially Distanced Rally, and the final process of having to close down this event and to
resolve issues with the site management in a satisfactory manner; and to the members of the
EC for their work and guidance.

11.

Date, time & place of the next AGM.

The next AGM if ICFR is due to be held at the Spring Fellowship Rally at Frome, 15 May
2021.

Rally Marshall Phil Cary briefly outlined the plans for this Rally. He explained that planning
this far out in the current pandemic environment had significant challenges, and therefore that
some facilities may well be slightly different to normal.
Nevertheless, a very significant
amount of planning has taken place by the South West team, and this does promise to be an
excellent opportunity for members to be back rallying again, with 2 leadin rallies within easy
distance.
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Notice is given that the Annual General Meeting of ICFR will be
held
at the Spring Fellowship Rally, Bunns Lane Showground, Frome
on Saturday 15th May 2021.
Proposed Agenda
1.

In memoriam

2.

Apologies

3.

Report from the Rally Marshal

4.

Approval of minutes from previous AGM

5.

Matters arising from the minutes

6.

Notice of any other business

7.

Officers’ Reports including approval of Accounts and Subscription

8.

Appointment of Tellers

9.

Election of Officers and Executive Committee for 2021/22

10.

Vote on Honorary Members

11.

Any other business as previously notified.

12.

Request Tellers to destroy voting papers.

13.

Vote of thanks

14.

Date, time & place of the next AGM.

Notes
1.

The only current vacancy on the Executive committee is 1 elected member of
the Executive Committee. Nominations by a Full Member must be received by
the Secretary at least two (2) calendar months before the AGM. A nomination
form is available from the Secretary.

2.

In accordance with the ICFR Constitution Clause 13.3.2 and Clause 4.6.4 a full
Notice and Agenda will be emailed to all members 6 weeks before the meeting.

3.

The conduct of the AGM shall be in accordance with RA1 of ICFR Rules &
Regulations.

4.

A simple majority, including those represented by postal votes, of those eligible
to vote is required. Postal voting is available in accordance with the Constitution
Clause 13.4

5.

A Summary of the minutes from the previous AGM are published in the Winter
2020/2021 edition of News & Views.
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ICFR DEFIBRILLATOR
At the ICFR Exec meeting, held during the Autumn Fellowship last year, it was agreed that
ICFR should have a defibrillator available for loaning to Rally Marshals when one is not
readily available near their rally site. This piece of equipment should be considered ‘Nice to
have but not essential’ by Rally Marshals.
The defibrillator is available to Rally Marshals via the Programme Secretary Tim Sheppard.
To help members overcome any anxiety they may have about using the defibrillator Bruce
(and his wife Sue) have agreed to undertake some Resuscitation Training Sessions at the
various rallies they attend. Mike and Barbara Segon’s son Andrew did a session at the Barney
rally in December last year which members found very useful.
Included in this NEWS & VIEWS is a copy of a mnemonic which you may find helpful.
Please bear in mind that should someone have a cardiac arrest, doing nothing is not an
option!
Do not be afraid of the defibrillator – it provides clear verbal instructions. The only caution is to
make sure you are not touching the patient whilst the machine checks the patients heart
rythym and also stand clear should the defibrillator decide a shock is needed. Verbal
instruction will be given to tell you when to stop touching the patient.
Should anyone want to do some homework concerning the defibrillator the model purchased
is an IPAD (Intelligent Public Access Defibrillator). The model is a CUSP1 Auto. It is fully
automatic which means it will diagnose the heart rythym and deliver the shock automatically if
needed. Clear warnings about patient contact will be given.

CARDIAC ARREST MNEMONIC  ‘DRS ABC’ (Doctors ABC)
D

Danger – check around patient

R

Response – Shout “Can you hear me?” into both ears and
tap/shake shoulders to check if conscious

S

Shout for help. If on your own, call emergency services, put phone
on loudspeaker, continue checks. If helper there, they should be
asked to make the call and follow the instructions including
identifying the site of the nearest defibrillator.

A

Airway – is it blocked?

B

Breathing – place your ear near casualty’s mouth  listen/look at
chest to observe if any chest movement

C

Circulation – deal with major bleeding

If casualty nonresponsive and not breathing or not breathing properly start CPR. Chest
compressions with arms straight at 120/minute and depressing the chest at least 5cm or 2
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inches. If you are willing and able, after 30 compressions give 2 rescue breaths and sequence
resumed. If breaths not performed continue chest compressions without a break. Carry on
until emergency staff arrive or patient regains consciousness.
USING DEFIBRILLATOR
Turn defibrillator on and follow instructions – including removing clothing from chest area.
Chest may need shaving, skin need drying, avoid placing pads directly over a pacemaker
(lump under the skin usually near left shoulder).
There are diagrams on the pads indicating where they should be placed.
*The defibrillator box also contains an AED starter kit – tough cut shears, razor, gloves,
resuscitation face shield and wipes.
Bruce Liddle

IPAD case open showing
the *AED Starter Kit and
Spare Pads on the left and
the IPAD on the right

Letter from America
To: Derek Sanders from Debbie Conover  Past President and current Member
Chair
Well hello there.
Just finished with your Newsletter, since I have plenty of time right now. Alot of
writing. I noticed your bylaw changes and did not see mention of Rotary
Internationals change to accept "all interested parties" meaning, and I wrote to them,
non Rotarians. We added it to our bylaws but are not going to advertise or
encourage. It would be lovely if someones' friends wanted to join and in the process became a rotarian now
wouldn't it.
Our numbers are shrinking also because of age of Rotarians and deaths. A new trend is that many widows and
widowers are staying with the club, which I think is a testament that Rotarians are an open group. We are at 180
(units) some being single. When reporting to RI they require the full count, so my reporting is 350. We are
getting new and younger members, however. Most are still working and haven't been to a rally yet. But that's
how we all started. The numbers in RVF Australia are pretty similar. They are working on their bylaws at this
point and haven't reported back yet.
Glad to read all about your travels and see how things are going across the pond.
My husband Geary and I are in Ohio and are seeing daughter and grandkids. Most things still closed but nice to
be out of the 100 degree heat in Arizona. After this we travel to Tennessee to see our son and daughter n law,
then our RVF Summer rally in Memphis (if it does not get canceled). After that another son and 5 year old
granddaughter in Portland Oregon, then toodle back to Tucson if it isn't too hot still.
Happy Trails Folks.
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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS FROM OUR MEMBERS

Geoff & Maddy Bell
Derek Rogers
John & Mary Loran

Eric Matkins & Mo Morrison
Paul & Jackie Sharman

Malcolm & Maureen Dungworth

Tim & Shirley Hadrill

David & Winifred Hatherall

John & Doris Sadler

Ted & Ann Walmsley

Martin & Julie Williams

Gwynn & Eileen Weallans

Dave & Brenda Campbell

John & Jenny Rice

Gerard & Christine Turley

Alan Kemp

Tony & Brenda Fowler

Bruce and Pat Wallace
With every best wish to you and your families for
Christmas and for a Covid free New Year

Liz & Peter Yeeles

Alan & Nita Martin

Wendy Richardson

Derrick & Sheila Sanders

Peter & Elizabeth Downham

John & Karen Holman

Bob & Jill Bradley

Paul & Christine Quinlan

Bruce & Sue Liddle
Richard & Dorothy Swainston

Geoff Fewings

Mike & Freda Parkinson

Arthur & Mavis Marrow

Mike & Mavis Smith

Phil & Ros Cary

John & Ann Hackney

Ben Flude

Ivan & Barbara Palmer

David & Jean Shaw
Jim Hancock

Colin & Kathleen Bradford
John & June Bumfrey

Cliff & Rosemary Dorling
John & Dot Edwards
Frank & Sue Curry

Fran & John Allen
John & Linda Rogers
Robin & Alison Levin
Mike Tebbutt

John & Ann Walgrove

Len & Marilyn Bouier
John Jones
John & Margaret Warrack
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THE ELDERLY BROTHERS

for the hall at Banham, so they took the plunge and
invested in a new more powerful PA, new amplifiers
and guitars. Thursday afternoons became intense
working to get to the standard they wanted. The
backing tracks are produced by the band using
Roger’s keyboard and an 8 track recording desk, so
everything you hear is home made.
The AGM came and a bus crash on the last
afternoon nearly scuppered the evening, but all
ended well and the Elderly Brothers gave a good
performance  the band had made their mark.

The Elderly Brothers were formed in 2015 with John
Acklaw (vocalsharmonica), Roger Restell (guitarbass
vocals) both from South Woodham Ferrers Rotary and
John Beaurain (guitarvocals) from Brentwood
Breakfast Rotary, all in District 1240.
Prior to this John A and Roger had got together just for
fun on the odd afternoon to make music with John
singing and Roger on keyboards.
Roger met John B on the Burgundy and Beyond rally in
2015. John was tinkering on his guitar one quiet
afternoon and they got talking. Roger joined John at a
Guitar Workshop in Chelmsford a couple of months
later. All three got together a few months after that to
have a “jam”, hit it off and decided to do it more often.
By coincidence they were all going to the Aldeburgh
rally in April 2016 and Roger asked Gwyn if he would
like some entertainment one evening, which he gladly
accepted. After some pressure from Roger the two
Johns agreed and with some inadequate borrowed
equipment, weekly rehearsals began, a “set list” came
together and with lots of encouragement and
sympathetic applause from the audience, the Elderly
Brothers were born.
They were asked by Geraldine, John B’s wife if they
would play at her W.I Christmas meeting in Great
Leighs. This unfortunately was not a huge success,
due to the sound equipment not being up to this task
(and the ladies would not stop talking!). They were then
asked to play at a local U3A Christmas party but were
still not happy with their sound. They realised that
better equipment and more practise was needed but
didn’t know how far this venture would go.

The band agreed to play at a Charity Afternoon Tea
in February 2019 but JAwent off on a Cruise ( he
blamed Vera for the diary malfunction) however with
pressganged guitar and vocal support from JB’s
family, the event was a huge success raising over
£1,400 for Mary’s Meals. Back to full strength in
April they made a third appearance at the Aldeburgh
rally. In the summer the band played at a U3A BBQ
and were invited to perform on the last night of the
2019 Autumn Fellowship Rally at Ancaster, their
best performance to date!
They give their performances free to ICFR and
charity fund raising events and see this as a way to
use their musical skills to help others.
The Elderly Brothers were booked to play at the
2020 Autumn Fellowship but because of the Corona
Virus they had to pull out as both John Acklaw and
Roger’s wife Christine have underlying health
problems and it was felt too risky to go, if indeed the
Rally goes ahead.
They met most weeks to practice and learn new
material until the pandemic when the lock down and
social distancing regulations prevented them from
meeting face to face. They record and send tracks
to each other via the internet in an effort to keep the
momentum going and hope they will be able to
perform for ICFR again at Aldeburgh 2021 if the rally
is able to go ahead.
Once social distancing rules are relaxed they would
like to support good causes to raise much needed
funds by performing free of charge.

The band played for a second time at the 2017
Aldeburgh Rally which built their confidence. Gwyn
asked Roger and Christine if they would run the 2018
AGM at Banham, so with the help of both Johns and
their wives as assistants, they all got to work on the
programme.
The inevitable happened, and to save money the
Elderly Brothers were billed on the last night. It was
obvious that the equipment would not be man enough
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NEWS & VIEWS
Next Issue: Summer Edition 2021
The closing date for copy and
advertisements is Friday 16th April 2021

Contact for all articles, enquiries and
orders:
Bruce Liddle ICFR N&Vs Editor
62 Hillside Road
Beeston
NOTTINGHAM
NG9 3AY
Tel: 01159431251
Mob: 07709911528
Email: bliddle@ntlworld.com

These articles were submitted in time for this edition but are planned for inclusion in the
Summer magazine.

• Interesting caravanning facts, figures and personal experiences from Richard Swainston

• Description of an electronic rearview mirror from Tim Sheppard

• Some nature observations from Sylvia Prestwich

• Marriage guidance from New Zealand! This was submitted by John Wolfenden

• Some really funny church announcements eg: 'Ladies don't forget the rummage sale. It's a
chance to get rid of those things not worth keeping around the house. Bring you husbands'.

• Reminiscing by Jim Hancock
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SPRING FELLOWSHIP

2021

Thursday 13 May  Tuesday 18 May 2021
West Woodlands Showfield, Frome, Somerset BA11 5ES
The ICFR team from the SW invite you to join President Bruce & Pat Wallace and your

fellow ICFR members for a memorable Spring Fellowship and AGM

This is a very safe environment and the local area has a very low infection rate of Covid 19.
We have exclusive use of the Show Field and Cheese Pavilion for our fellowship on a tried and
tested ICFR venue.Use your own tables, chairs and small gazebos in the Cheese Pavilion.We
have Electricity, Chem Disposal , water & Portaloo but no showers on site
The Frome area has much to offer.
•

Visit the local attractions Longleat, Stourhead, Haynes Motor Museum, Clarkes
Village Yeovilton Fleet Air Museum,Bath, and even the South Coast!

•

Caterers have been employed for 4 nights food in the Cheese Pavilion, BYO
Drinks

•

Hospitality Evening in the Cheese Pavilion is envisaged using your own tables &
chairs

•

Film Night

•

Entertainment is flexible at the moment

•

Games night

•

Last night dinner with entertainment

•

Hopefully the usual ICFR Golf and Boules competitions

Commitment and deposit of £50 is invited. Form will be in Winter edition of News & Views and
on the ICFR website.

Booking Officer :
George Horsfield , email : george.horsfield@talktalk.net
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